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IMPROVED SHOCK.DECTECTING PIN ARRANGEMENT
Dsvid J. Erskine

Lowrence Livermore National laboratory, Iivermore, CA 94551

Shockwave speeds are often measured by comparing arrival times at the tips of electical shorting pins
in a hexagonal array over two elevations (called up and down). In the conventional arrangement, the
center pin is solely responsible for measuring the curvature of the wavefront. Without this datum the
shock speed cannot be precisely determined. In some experiments this pin fail frequently enough to
be a problem. We report a simple rearrangement between up and down designated pins which
eliminates the critical reliance on a single pin.

INTRODUCTION

An important equation of state measurement is
the velocity of a shockwave generated in a sample
by the impact from a high velocity (several km./s)
disk projectile. Such experimentsl-s are vitally
important in physics for establishing high pressure
material behavior to high precision, including
materials used by researchers as standards. In many
cases, shock wave experiments are the only method
available to attain the necessary pressure and
temperature, or to perform an accurate measurement
over a sufficiently large sarnple volume. The shock
velocity experiment is the preferred method to
deterrnine the equation of state of standards because
the developed shock parameters depend through
simple relationsr on only four values which can
potentially be measured very precisely: projectile
velocity and initial density, sample initial density,
and the measured shock velocity (Us).

Exper imenta l  techniques have been
developedr'z to accurately measue these parametrrs
using a two stage gas gun6. These account for the
bowing distortion the projectile suffers from the
acceleration of launch. In experiments involving
thin samples and high projectile velocities the shock
transit times are short; thus, it is increasingly
important to precisely account for the projectile
distortion. We repon/ a simple modification in the
target design which will signifrcandy reduce the
uncertainty in the shock speed determination.
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Fllurr l. Targct foa measuring shock specd, side vi€w. e)
Samplc is a 'tophat' havirg clavations at two lcvcls "up" snd
"do{,n'diffcring by hcight S, other supporting structurcs nor
shown. Impactor is a mctal disk. which generally has I bow
and tilt duc to occclcration of launch. Electrical shoning pins
p€sscd against clevation sudaces detect ardval of shock wave.
b) Dctail of shock front in rclation to pin tips (trianglcs).
Varticd dinrension is ciaggeratcd. Th€ shock front prrs€rves
its rhlpc as it rnovcs perpendicular to trget face. Shock front
shown at two monEnts s€pa!'ated by tirne intcrval At.
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Figure 2. Arrangement of "up" and 'down" designated
electrical shorting pins on the sample, projected on the target
face. The inner six pins are on a dianreler of radius Ra, outer
six on Rb. Both the snowflake and pinwhe€l armngemeots have
13 pins, split 7/6 between down and up elcvations. However,
the pinwheel has pins of both kinds on each radius. The ccnter
pin in the pinwhe€l can be up or down. The snowflake center
pin should be the same kind as the outer pins to best resolve the
bowing. The up/down roles as groups can be interchanged.

METHOD

Figure I is a schematic of the target used to
measure shock speeds. A metal disk projectile I - 3
mm thick is accelerated up to 8 km/s by a two stage
gas gunl'6. Impact with the sample creates a shock
wave propagating toward the sample rear. Passage
of the shock through specific locations around the
sample is observed by a set of electrical shoning
pins. They are placed in two planes (elevations)
parallel to the face, called "up" and "down", which
are separated by a distance S (the step height). For
samples 15 - 20 in nrn diameter, S is I - 3 mm.

The pins generate an electrical pulse upon
passage of the shock which is sent via cable to
recording electronics. The shock arrival times at the
target can be determined to -0.5 ns overall
precisionr, including cable length uncertainties. (At
l0 km/s, this time precision corresponds to
measuring pin elevations to 5 pm precision.) In the
measurement of shock soeed in a stiff material such
as sapphireT, the shock transit time can be as low as
100 ns. Thus this subnanosecond time precision is
rmportant.

There is an uncertainty in the shock arival time
pulse generated by a pin, due to variations in the
thickness or shape of the tip, or the presence of
foreign matter under the tip, all which change the
effective elevation. The pins must be pressed
securely against the sample by springs ao ensure
thefu location at the measured elevation surface. In
some pin types, vibration ftom handling the target
can rub off the metal film at the tip, causing the pin
to fail. For these reasons, targets have as many
pins as possible for redundancy. Due to the width

of pins and springs, it is difficult to space pins
closer together than - 3 mm center to center,
Avoidance of the release waves from sample corners
reduces the available area on the uD elevation.
Previous5'6 researchers using larger iargets haue
used pins side by side in a line. For our smaller
samples this is not practical. Instead, a hexagonal
pin arrangement provides the most efficient packing.

Figure 2 diagrams the arrangement of pins.
Each pin is either on the up or down elevation.
There are two configurations, labeled "snowflake"
and "pinwheel". Both use 13 pins divided into 6
down, 6 up and one center pin. The snowflake
pattern is the conventional configuration used in
some previous equation of state studiesl-3.

Figure 3 shows how the transit tim€ (At) is
found by interpenetrating the up and down pin data
sets along the time axis. This is similar to the l-d
interpenetration algorithm of Holmes8, but done in
an additional dimension. Fig. 3b shows that
without the center pin, At cannot be determined
because the amount of radial bowing is
indeterminate. Neglecting the effect of bowingl,2,7
can alter At by up to il5 ns for impactor velocities
up to 8 km/s.

Furthermore, even with valid center pin data,
the net transit time uncertainty cannot be less than
-75% of the center pin uncertainty. Thus, there is
essentially no benefit from the 12 other pins,
contrary to intuition. This because the net transit
time uncertaintyg is given by
-{at2lN + 0.752 6t"2, where 6t is a typical
individual pin uncertainty, and 6tc is the center pin
uncertainty (which is similar). The number of up
and down pins is assumed to be the same and given
bv N.

The alternative configuration ("pinwheel") is
introduced as a solution to this problem. In this
arrangement the center pin is not needed (Fig. 3c) to
accurately determine the shock transit time.
Fundamentally, this is because there are both up and
down pins on the same radius Ru or R6.
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Figurc 3. Finding the ransit time through interp€netmtion of
data. Anival times of shocks at pins aI€ plotted versus 2-
dim€nsional pin location across the face. Only one dimension is
shown on horizontal axis. Open and closed circlB Eprcsent up
and down pin data rcspectivcly. Here, the center pin is a
rnember of the down 6€t. The up dats arc mnslated in tirDe by
At to form a mutual best lit sudac!. This yields th€ shock spoed
Us=s/At, where S is step hcight. a) Pins in srowflake
anatrgemclt. b) If center pin missing in snowflake
arrangement, at cannot be determined because curvaturc of
shock surface is indcterminate. FundarDentally, this is because
Ra and Rb coniain only up and down pins rcspcctivcly. c) In
pinwhecl arrangemcnt, lack of center pin do€s not prevent
accurate determination of At becaus€ the circles Ra and Rb
each contain both up and down pins.

For the pinwheel, we expect the net transit time

uncertainty to be approximately -{Z OUfi ntit
estimate is appropdate for a combination of N + N
pins fitting two best fit surfaces with standard
deviation 6t.

CONCLUSION
We believe the pinwheel pattern is the most

robust to pin loss, has the least uncertainty in
transit time, and most space efficient arrangement of

13 pins for shock wave transit time experiments.
This is important in experiments where the degree
of radial bowing is significant to the shock ransit
time. Such is the case in stiff materials having
high shock and sound speeds, since the tsansit times
are short, the sample dimensions need to be small,
and the projectile distortion significant and not
reproducible from shot to shot.
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whcre od and ou are the standard dcviations of the best fit
planes to the up ard down pins, and Nu and Nd are the
nunrber of valid up and down phs, and 6tc is the uncertainty
of tha center pin.
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